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INTRODUCTION.

MNERALOGY is that branch of naturalhiſtory."

which makes us acquainted with all the properties

and relations of minerals. As theſe properties and

relations are very different from each other, we

C 2. Cannot

* If it be true “ that deſcription, when employed about

“events, conſtitutes hiſtory,” then certainly the uſual accepta

tion of the appellation, Natural Hiſtory, is erroneous. That re

lation which aſpires to the dignity of hiſtory, muſt embrace not

only an exact and full deſcription of the objećt or thing treated

of, but alſo aſcertain the relative time as well as manner of its

produćtion, and the change and alteration, if any, it has under

gone in arriving at its preſent ſtate. Natural hiſtory therefore

comprehends two diſtinét branches, the one making us acquaint

ed with natural objects as they are preſented by nature, furniſh

ing us with ſufficient data and eaſily applicable criteria to diſtin

guiſh them from each other, and this is Natural Deſcription.

Definition

of mineralo

gy.

The other branch, Natural Hiſtory properly ſo called, confiſts in

the inveſtigation of the ancient and original ſtate of natural ob

jetts, and the ſucceſſive changes and alterations they have under

gone till the preſent time. Thus in botany and zoology the

queſtions, Were all animals and plants originally created as we

at
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cannot arrange them together without producing

much confuſion. On this account Werner found it

neceſſary to conſider them under five different heads,

or what he terms mineralogical doćtrines: theſe are,

Oryółognoſic, Geognoſie, MineralogicalGeography, Mine

ralogical Chemiſtry, and Oeconomical Mineralogy.

ºãº Oryºlognoſe—or what has been hitherto in Bri

Geognoſe.

tain and France denominated mineralogy, is that

branchof mineralogy which makes us acquainted with

minerals in a natural order, under fixed denomina

tions, and by well aſcertained characters.

Geognoſe"—teaches us the ſtructure, relative po

fition and mode of formation of the mineral maſſes

of which the cruſt of the earth is compoſed f.

Mineralogical

at preſent find them, or have they by degrees aſſ...med the ſpeci

fic forms they now poſſeſs 2 Are certain ſpecies become extinét 2

In what order and whither have they migrated What change

has climate produced In mineralogy, at what period, during

the formation of our earth, and under what circumſtances has a

peculiar ſpecies of mineral been produced 2 Has it remained un

altered, or has it undergone changes 2 All theſe queſtions are of

hiſtorical import, and belong to this department. In ſuch in

veſtigation conſiſts the ſcientific proſecution of Natural Hiſtory;

the mere art of diſtinguiſhing natural obječts from one another

can ſcarcely be entitled to that appellation.

* By Geology, Werner underſtands idle and imaginary ſpecu.

lation reſpecting the formation of the earth.

+ At firſt fight the ſolid maſs of the earth appears to be a

confuſed aſſemblage of rocky maſſes, piled on each other without

order or regularity : to the ſuperficial obſerver nature appears in

the rude matter of the unorganic kingdom, to preſent us only

with
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Mineralogical Geography—deſcribes, in geographic *:::

order, the particular rocks that occur in the earth's graphy.

ſurface in different countries, and makes us acquaint

ed with the different ſpecies of foſſils that are contained

in them, and the manner of their occurrence. It gives

UlS

with a pićture of chaos, where none of thoſe admirable diſplays

of ſkill and contrivance, which in the ſtructure of animals and

vegetables ſo powerfully excite our attention, and claim our ad

miration, are to be obſerved. It is not ſurpriſing that this un

favourable opinion ſhould have long continued to be prevalent,

when we confider the ſkill, judgment, and experience which are

neceſſary for enabling us to combine all that variety of appa

rently unconnected relations which are obſervable in the internal

ſtrućture of the earth. In ancient writers we find nothing on

this important ſubječt. The ſtriking phenomena of volcanoes

appear frequently to have excited wonder and aſtoniſhment,

which they always ſubſtituted for inveſtigation. After the revival

of letters, when ſcience had aſſumed a more favourable aſpect,

and mines came to be worked by freed men, the objects of the

mineral kingdom excited a confiderable ſhare of attention, the

numerous intereſting phenomena, which daily preſented them

ſºlves to the miner, were carefully remembered, and at length

recorded by the celebrated miner Agricola. From that period

until the time of Werner, mineralogiſts brought to light many

individual, and a few general facts reſpecting the ſtructure of the

earth. Lehman firſt pointed out the great natural diviſion of

mountains into primitive and ſecondary ; Cronſtedt aſcertained

the age of ſeveral mineral repoſitories; Hamilton deſcribed the

phenomena of volcanoes; Dolomieu made us acquainted with

the ſtructure of volcanic hills; Sauſſure enlarged our knowledge

of the variety of primitive rocks, and an excellent obſerver, our

countryman Williams, made many excellent obſervations on the

independent coal formation.

Notwithſtanding
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Mineralo

gical che

miſtry.

Oeconomi

cal mine

ralogy.

us a pićture of the ſtrućture and compoſition of par

ticular tracts, geognoſie that of the whole globe.

Mineral.gical Chemiſtry—makes us acquainted with

the quantity and quality of the conſtituent parts of

minerals.

Oeconomical Mineralogy—teaches us the different uſes

of minerals.

This excellent ſubdiviſion of the ſcience, firſt mark

ed its true limits, and its vaſt extent, and pointed out

a clear path for future mineralogiſts.

Notwithſtanding the labours of theſe induſtrious obſervers, our

knowledge of the internal ſtructure of the earth was ſtill very li

mited and confuſed. Although obſervations had been made in

very diſtant countries, and ſimilar rocks diſcovered in a variety

of the moſt widely diſtant ſituations, yet no ſucceſsful attempt

had been made to generalize theſe appearances, ſo as to diſcover

the general ſtructure of the earth, and the mode of its formation.

Sauſſure made the attempt, but neither his information nor ability

feem to have been equal to this great taſk. He was alſo unac

quainted with many facts which would have aſſiſted him, and his

attention was too much occupied with particular and local ap

pearances to effect what has been fince ſo fully accompliſhed by

the comprehenſive mind of Werner. -

This great geognoſt, after many years of the moſt arduous in

veſtigations, conducted with an accuracy and acuteneſs of which

we have few examples, diſcovered the manner in which the cruſt

of the earth is conſtructed. Having made this great diſcovery,

he, after deep reflection, and in conformity with the ſtrióteſt

rules of induction, drew moſt intereſling concluſions, as to the

manner in which the ſolid maſs of the earth may have been form

ed. It is that ſplendid ſpecimen of inveſtigation, the moſt per

fečt in its kind ever preſented to the world, which I ſhall give an

account of in the volume of this work wirich treats of Geog

noſic.

* 2. As
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a. As ory&tognoſie is the ground-work of mine-º:

ralogy, a knowledge of it muſt neceſſarily precede flºof mine
that of the other doctrines. This is the reaſon why ralogy.

it is to occupy the early part of this work. I muſt re

mark, however, that it is not purely ory&tognoſtic,

for I have added to the deſcription of each mineral,

its chemical characters, conſtituent parts, geognoſtic

and geographic fituations, and a few notices reſpect

ing its uſes.

3. An arrangement to be correót ſhould have but...

one object for its baſis; for when ſeveral are aſſumed "g".

it fails completely in accompliſhing its purpoſe: it is

alſo indiſpenſably neceſſary in arranging natural bo

dies, that none which fall within the bounds of the

ſyſtem be omitted. Many mineralogiſts, by aſſum

ing as the baſis of their ſyſtems not only the natural

alliances, but alſo the chemical compoſition, geogra

phic ſituation, and oeconomical uſes of minerals,

and by ſeparating the volcanic from other ory&tog

noſtic produćts, have rendered their ſyſtems unſtable

and incomplete. The Wernerian ory&tognoſtic ſyſ. Baſs of the

tem is framed in conformity with the ſtrićteſt rules of*::::

claſſification; it is founded ſolely on the natural alli."

ance; and differences obſervable among minerals. But

on what do theſe depend ? Werner anſwers on the

quality, quantity, and mode of combination of the

conſtituent parts.

Karſten, Hauy, Brochant, and other mineralogiſtsgrain.

have objected to the Wernerian ſyſtem, that it ar.

ranges minerals together which are completely dif

ferent
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ferent in their internal compoſition; thus they re

mark ſapphire is placed in the flint genus, although

it has been found to contain ninety-eight per cent. of

The objec
tions an

ſwered.

alumina; and opal in the clay genus, although ninety

eight parts of ſilica. This obječtion, however, is

founded on a miſconception of Werner's opinion. He

does not pretend that his arrangement ſhall always

correſpond with the experiments of the chemiſt; for

it is only when chemical reſults agree with the natu

ral alliances of the mineral that he gives them a place

in his ſyſtem. In inſtances where the affinities of the

mineral with thoſe already in the ſyſtem have not

been made out, and we are ſtill uncertain as to its

true nature, it is a matter of indifference where we

place it. If it has been analyſed we may arrange it

chemically, not however from a convićtion that its

place will thus be fixed, which cannot be done un

til we have, by the examination of a complete ſuite,

combined with a knowledge of its geognoſtic relations,

diſcovered whether or not its charaćters authoriſe the

arrangement made by the chemiſt. If we were to

allow the arrangement to be made according to the

moſt improved chemiſtry of the preſent day, we

ſhould have very diſſimilar minerals grouped together,

and thoſe which are nearly allied ſeparated. In ſuch

a ſyſtem garnet and thumerſtone would be confider

ed as the ſame ſpecies; chlorite would be arranged

among the ores of iron, and we ſhould have a tranſi

tion ſuite beginning with pumice, and proceeding

through pearlſtone, pitchſtone, clinkſtone, felſpar,

Chemical

arrange

ment of

minerals.

- talc,

-
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talc, lepidolite, to leuzite. It is evident, therefore,

that a chemical ory&tognoſie, in ſo far as it ſtands in

oppoſition to the natural alliances obſervable among

minerals, muſt be reječted.

4. Having now ſtated the principle on which the iºn

Wernerian ſyſtem is founded, I ſhall next detail the nºiſyſ.

method which is followed in dividing the whole maſs"

of ſimple minerals into claſſes, genera, ſpecies, ſub

ſpecies, and kinds.

The Linnaean diviſion of claſs, order, genus, and Linnean

ſpecies, having been found inſufficient for the arrange-...".

ment of minerals, Werner, to remedy this inconve-*

nience, formed two inferior ſubdiviſions, which he de

nominated ſubſpecies and kind.

The higheſt diviſion is the kingdom. The ſecond,

or Claſs, is founded on what Werner terms the fun-claſ,

damental conſtituent parts. Of theſe there are four,

viz. I. Earthy, 2. Saline, 3. Inflammable, and 4.

Metallic; and theſe form four great natural claſſes.

The Order does not form one of the diviſions of

this ſyſtem ; therefore the next is the Genus, which is genus.

charaćteriſed by the predominating or characteriſing

earthy, ſaline, inflammable or metallic matter.

There are many inſtances, however, where this de

finition does not apply. We may mention opal, dia

mond, and ſapphire. It would therefore be better to

reſt ſatisfied with a deſcription, ſuch as we ſhall after-cºast,

wards give, of the external aſpect of the genus, and...;

only aſſume the idea of a predominating ingredient,.

as intimating what we are intitled to expect will after-**

d wards
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Species,

wards be the caſe when analyſis becomes more per

fect".

The next diviſion is the ſpecies, which although the

moſt important of the whole, has been ill underſtood

by mineralogiſts.

It would be inconſiſtent with the brevity of this

Introduction to mention all the variety of opinions

that have been propoſed reſpecting mineral Species;

it is ſufficient to mention that Werner conſiders all

thoſe minerals that agree in external characters and

internal compoſition as belonging to the ſame ſpe

cies f.

The next ſubdiviſions are ſubſpecies, kind, and

varicty. I'aristics are thoſe differences which we ob

ſerve in the individual external characters, as luſtre,

fracture, hardneſs, &c.

-

Variety.

* Iu place of doubting of the accuracy of chemical analyſis,

or of examining whether or not the chemiſt was entitled to be

lieve that the ſubſtances which his analyſis gave him pre-exiſted

in minerals, mineralogiſts called in queſtion a truth which appears

inſeparable from the exiſtence of natural hiſtory, viz. that the

external aſpeć is an expreſſion of the internal compoſition, and ir

a criterion of it. In ſhort we may believe that every analyſis,

(not confirmed by ſyntheſis), which does not agree with the na

tural alliances of minerals, is falſe.

+ In the animal and vegetable kingdoms each plant and ani

mal conſtitutes a whole, poſſeſſes a determinate form, each indi.

vidual exhibits an eſſential difference, and is capable of definition.

In the mineral kingdom each foſſil cannot be confidered as an in

dividual, but merely as a part of that immenſe individual, the

globe; hence it is evident that, accurately confidered, there

exiſt, but one mineral ſpecies or individual, which is the globe.

A ſpecies
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A ſpecies is compoſed of a greater or leſſer number Species.

of varieties.

If in a ſpecies we meet with groups of varieties

that can be well diſtinguiſhed from each other, we -

muſt give them a particular appellation; Werner de

nominates them ſubſpecies. subſpecies.

To illuſtrate the manner of forming ſubſpecies, we ...;

ſhall take an example from the claſs of metals; it is ºpºies
lead glance which contains two ſubſpecies, a. Com- illuſtrated.

mon lead glance. b. Compačt lead glance.

The eſſential chara&er of the ſpecies is as follows:

Colour lead grey. Luſtre metallic. Streak unchang

ed. Mild. Soft. Very heavy. -

Firſt Subſpecies. Common lead glance

Has ſometimes particular external ſhapes as reticu

lated, cellular, tubular, &c. It is often cryſtalliſed.

Luſtre almoſt always ſhining, ſometimes ſplendent.

Fracture more or leſs perfectly foliated, generally

ſtraight, often curved foliated, with a threefold cleav

age; ſeldom radiated and uſually ſhort, broad, and

ſcopiformly diverging radiated. Very eaſily frangi

ble.

Second Subſpecies. Compačt lead glance.

Colour is lighter than the preceding ſubſpecies.

Occurs only maſſive and ſpecular; has no particu

lar external ſhape. Luſtre only glimmering. Frac

ture even. Fragments indeterminately angular. Does

not occur in diſtinct concretions. Has more tenacity

than the preceding ſubſpecies. -

When an extenſive ſpecies is undivided, it is not

only difficult to fix the picture of it in the mind, but

d 2 the
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the determination of the individuals of which it is com

poſed requires a degree of ſkill and experience that

lºſ, few can hope to poſſeſs. It is therefore of the great

:tº: eſt importance, when ſuch a ſpecies occurs, to endea

vour to ſeparate the groups of charaćters from each

prºtother, and place them in the ſyſtem as ſubſpecies. It

Kºi- muſt not be concealed, however, that ſuch an opera

tion requires much acuteneſs, and a moſt complete

pračtical acquaintance with ory&tognoſie. In the

writings of ſeveral German mineralogiſts we meet

with many new ſubſpecies; theſe are, however, vague

indefinite things, that ſhew how little the framers of

them have underſtood the Wernerian method.

Tamily. The term Family, uſed in this work, intimates that

all the minerals included under it belong to a natural

family.

4. All the differences mentioned in the preceding

ſečtion muſt be arranged in a determinate order, and

in ſuch a one as ſhall correſpond with the natural al

liances of minerals. However eaſy this may at firſt

fight appear, we muſt confeſs that the greater number

of attempts have proved inefficient. I he idea of a

chain of nature, which was employed by zoologiſts

and botaniſts, was here adopted as the baſis of many

so chain of arrangements, but no ſuch chain exiſts; for, if it did,

* every ſpecies could only paſs into the one preceding

and following it, but this is not the caſe, for one

ſpecies often paſſes into ſeveral, and others not into

any, but ſtand iſolated.

The ſcheme in plate 1 1. ſhews the incompatibility

of a natural chain, where every link fits correctly into

each
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each other, with the tranſitions of minerals. It re

preſents the alliances of ſilver with gold, antimony,

arſenic, filver, copper, iron, tin, lead, ſylvan, and

mercury. " *

In the following ſe&tion I ſhall detail the method

which is followed in the arrangement of theſe diffe

rences, or claſſes, genera, ſpecies, ſubſpecies, and

kinds.

5. In the arrangement of the members of the ſyſ-º.”followed

tem, we firſt begin with the moſt general, and pro-inºhe.

ceed to the more ſpecial. Secondly arrange them as..

much as poſſible in a natural order; and thirdly, in ºº::

the higher diviſion, as in the genera and ſpecies, we

place the charaćteriſtic ones firſt, and allow the other

leſs charaćteriſtic to follow in the order of their affi

nity; but when ſuites occur that do not poſſeſs ſuch

affinities, we place the characteriſtic member in the

middle, and arrange the others on both fides accord

ing as they approach more or leſs to it. We ſhall

now illuſtrate this method by giving an account of

the arrangement of the different members of the

ſyſtem.

6. The claſs of earthy mineral, is diſtinguiſhed chrºaer,

from the others by its being in general not remark-#:

ably heavy, brittle, poſſeſſing uſually white or light*

colours; being much diſpoſed to cryſtallize, uninflam.

mable in a low temperature, and inſipid and inodour

ous. It is placed firſt in the ſyſtem by reaſon of its

fimplicity, its conſtituting the greater part of the cruſt

of the earth, and its being the repoſitory of the mi

nerals of the other claſies.

The
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Charaders The claſs of ſaline minerals is charaćteriſed by being
of ſaline

minºri's moderately heavy, ſoft, poſſeſſing ſome degree of

traniparency, being chiefly white and ſapid. It is

placed immediately after the preceding claſs, by rea

ſon of its reſemblance to it in ſeveral properties.

... The inflammable claſs, which occupies the third

majºr place, is light, brittle, moſtly opaque, always yellow,

brown, or black, ſcarcely ever cryſtallized, does not

feel cold, and as far as our preſent experience ex

tends, it appears to be more nearly allied to the me

tallic than the earthy claſs. -

charader The metallic claſs is heavy, chiefly opaque; in

::::::::: general poſſeſſes a peculiar luſtre, is tough, often

poſſeſſes ſome degree of malleability, exhibits a great

variety of colours; is cold, and not eaſily inflamed.

It is placed at the extremity of the ſyſtem, be

cauſe it is furtheſt removed, in properties, from

the earthy claſs, and is nearly allied to the inflam

mable claſs.

Arrange- 7. In a natural arrangement, as we have already
ment of the -

genera, mentioned, that genus, which poſſeſſes the charac

- ters of the claſs the moſt diſtinétly and completely,

ſhould be placed firſt, and the others ſhould follow

according to their greater or leſs affinity with it. In

the claſs of earthy minerals or ſtones, the flint genus"

poſſeſſes

* Hm the claſs of earthy minerals, there are ſix genera to

which I have ventured to give the following denominations,

1. Flint genus. 2. Clay genus. 3. Talc genus. 4. Calc ge

nus. 5. Baryte genus, and 6. Strontiane genus. The uſual

names, Siliceous genus, Argillaccous genus, &c. intimate, that

tne
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*

poſſeſſes thoſe properties and charaćters that entitle it Arrange:
- ment of the

to the firſt place. To the flint ſucceeds the clay ge-earth, gº

nus, becauſe of its greater affinity to the flint genus"

than 2ny other, and it paſſes by a natural gradation

into the next, following the talc genus. The tranſ- -

ion of theſe genera into each other is very complete,

but the following genera, calc, baryte and ſtrontiane,

do not afford ſo beautiful a continuance of the ſeries.

Beſides theſe genera there is another that cannot be

placed between any of thoſe that are here mentioned

without interrupting the natural order, it is the zircon.

This genus in its external charaćters has much re- Why zir

ſemblance to the flint genus, but as it cannot follow,sº plº
ced before

it muſt precede it, hence it is placed immediately be-firgº.

the minerals comprehended under them contain a preponderating

quantity of the earth which gives name to the genus. This,

however, is not the caſe with the ſpecies as arranged in this

work, for ſome belong to the flint genus that contain no filica,

and others to the clay genus that contain no alumina. I have

therefore judged it more confiſtent with the arrangement to

adopt terms that expreſs, not any chemical compoſition, but have

a rekrence to the moſt ſtriking and characteriſtic external cha

nºters of the genus, or to that ſpecies around which all the

others belonging to the ſame genus, may by tranſition be arran

grd. Thus all the ſpecies belonging to the flint genus poſſeſs in

an eminent degree the properties that in common life are termed

flinty, and befides can be arranged around quartz or flint as a

central point. In a fimilar mamner all the foſſils arranged under

the talc genus are connected with the ſpecies tale by external cha

racters and tranſition. I have preferred the terms talc and calc

to talcaceous and calcareous, to preſerve a uniformity in the no

menclature.

fore
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Why dia

mond is

fore the flint genus. But zircon is not the only ex

ample; there is ſtill another, which is the diamond;

it muſt alſo have a place near the zircon, but on

what pretence can an inflammable ſubſtance have a

place here The diamond was by the ancients placed

among earthy minerals, but in latter times it has been

diſcovered to be a combuſtible body, nearly pure

carbon; hence chemiſts have very properly arranged

it with inflammable bodies. Many ory&tognoſts have

adopted the ſame arrangement ; but Werner, for the

following reaſons, ſtill continues to conſider it as the

placed at , moſt perfect of minerals, and as deſerving to hold its
the head of

the minºri place at the head of the mineral kingdom. 1. It
ſyſtem.

Sailne ge

riºta.

agrees in many of its external characters with zircon,

therefore it muſt be placed near it, and not to inter

rupt the arrangement before it. 2. When compared

with other inflammable minerals it preſents many

ſtriking differences; thus inflammable minerals are

light, ſoft, generally dark coloured, eaſily inflamed,

and not cryſtallized; on the contrary, the colours of

the diamond are very numerous, it is almoſt always

regularly cryſtallized, has confiderable ſpecific gra

vity, and of all minerals poſſeſſes the greateſt degree

of hardneſs. --

The ſaline claſs contains but one genus, Werner,

however, has divided it into four, viz. 1. Carbona

2. Muriats. 3. Nitrats, and 4. Sulphats".

* This method is probably objećtionable, and therefore is not

followed in this work. .

The
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The genera of the inflammable claſs are, 1. Sul-º:

phur. 2. Coal, and 3. Graphite; and require no

particular arrangement.

The metallic claſs, which is the next in importance Metallic
after the earthy, contains a number of genera, which genera.

are arranged after the ſame method as the earthy

genera, viz. thoſe which poſſeſs the properties of the

claſs in the higheſt degree are placed firſt.

As platina poſſeſſes the metallic qualities in the

higheſt degree, it is placed at the head of the claſs of

metals. Next is gold, which agrees with platina in

ory&ognoſtic and geognoſtic charaćters. Mercury

follows gold on account of its great ſpecific gravity

and ſtrong luſtre. Silver is the next genus; from it

we have a natural tranſition to the next genus, cop

per. To copper ſucceeds iron, lead, tin, biſmuth,

zinc, antimony, cobalt, nickel, manganeſe, molyb

daena, arſenic, ſcheele, menacane, uran, ſylvan.

8. Having finiſhed what was neceſſary to be ſaid Arrangº
- intent of

reſpecting the arrangement of the genera, I ſhall now ſpecies.

illuſtrate, by an example drawn from the ſyſtem, the

mode of arranging the ſpecies. The example is from

the flint genus. If the method which was employed

in the arrangement of the genera be followed here,

quartz, as the moſt charaćteriſtic ſpecies, ſhould oc

ºpy the firſt place in the genus. Here, however,

we find a whole ſeries of ſpecies that cannot together

be placed before or after quartz; the ſeries muſt

therefore be divided, quartz placed in the middle,

and the other ſpecies ſo arranged that the firſt divi.

fion ſhall precede, and the other follow quartz. By

e this
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/ this method we are enabled to place all the ſpecies

- in a natural order, and obtain on the one hand a

tranſition into the zircon genus, and on the other

into the clay genus.

In the metallic genera, thoſe ſpecies which are in

the metallic ſtate are placed firſt, next the different

oxyds and combinations. Great attention muſt,

however, be paid to the tranſitions, and their ar

rangements.

*::::::: 9. As the ſubſpecies are few, their arrangement is

tubſpecies comparatively eaſier; we muſt here attend, chiefly,

to the rules of tranſition, ſo that the arrangement may

be natural.

1o. The chara&ers which are employed in the

deſcription of minerals are, by Werner, divided into

five claſſes, 1. External. 2. Chemical. 3. Phyſical.

4. Geognoſtic, and 5. Geographic.

1. External Charaćiers—are thoſe which are dif

coverable by the external ſenſes, without inducing

any confiderable alteration in the aggregation of the

mineral; thus colour, ſhape, luſtre, fraćture, hard

neſs, weight, &c. are of this kind.

2. Chemical Charađers—are thoſe which are afford

ed by the complete analyſis of the mineral; by trials

with acids, with the blow pipe, and Wedgewood's

pyrometer.

3. Phyſical Charađers—are thoſe phyſical proper

ties of minerals which are diſcovered by trials with

the magnet, or by rubbing or heating.

4. Geognostic Characters—The determinate occur

fence of one mineral with another affords, what Wer

ner

CharaSlers

of minerals.
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ner terms the geognoſtic charaćter. I ſhall mention a

few inſtances. Glance cobalt has ſo ſtriking a reſem

blance to arſenical pyrites that it is often confounded

with it; it however occurs along with copper-nickel,

which is never the caſe with arſenical pyrites; this then

is the geognoſtic charaćter which aſcertains it to be

glance cobalt. Native arſenic frequently occurs along

with red orpiment, but it never acompanies red lead

ore; this, therefore, ſerves as an excellent charaćter

for diſtinguiſhing theſe two minerals, in doubtful caſes.

5. Geographic Character—is determined from the

birth place or local ſituation of a mineral. Thus if

we are preſented with a cochineal red coloured mi

neral from Joangeorgenſtadt, its birth place or geo

graphic chara&er announces it to be red ſilver ore :

if the mineral be from Landſberg or Idria, we would

confider it as cinnabar; was it from the Hungarian

mines, or thoſe among the Uralian mountains, we

would reckon it red copper ore.

The geographic chara&ter muſt, however, be con

fined within very narrow limits, as we know that the

occurrence of minerals is ſeldom confined to particu

lar ſpots or countries, and we are often uncertain if

the ſpecimens we have are from the places men

tioned. - -

The geognoſtic charaćter, on the contrary, is

highly characteriſtic, and it is to be regretted that it re...,

has been hitherto ſo little attended to. º
- - - utilicten

It has been much diſputed which of the preceding for the ar
- - - - rangement

kinds of character are beſt ſuited for the deſcriptionº
tion of mi

and diſcrimination of minerals. It was long the pre-...

€ 2. vailing
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vailing opinion, that external chara&ers alone were

ſufficient; the increaſing taſte for chemiſtry introdu

ced the chemical charactcrs, and theſe in their turn

have been adopted by ſeveral mineralogiſts, to nearly

the excluſion of all the others. Werner teaches, that

all the different kinds of characters are to be em

ployed, but of theſe, he confiders the external cha

racters as by far the moſt certain and generally ap

plicable. Theſe characters are not only ſufficient for

the deſcription, but alſo for the arrangement of mine

rals. That they are ſufficient for the diſcrimination

of minerals is certain, from the obſervation of Werner,

who declares, that no mineral has ever been diſcover

ed which could not be diſtinguiſhed by its external

charaćters, and that they are ſufficient for its arrange

ment is equally evident from the greater number of ſpe

cies in the mineral ſyſtem being arranged ſolely by a

greements and differences in the external charaćters.

As a knowledge of theſe external chara&ers is ab

ſolutely required of every one who ſhall venture on

the ſtudy of ory&tognoſe, I ſhould now proceed to

give an account of them, I muſt, however, from

the great extent of the ſubject defer this for the pre

ſent; but ſhall give a full explanation of them in the

following volume,

1 1. In writing the deſcription of a mineral, accord

ing to its external charaćters, Werner recommends

... a. That it ſhould contain all the external characters.

*** The external characters are not of equal importance;

hence ſeveral mineralogiſts have judged it neceſſary,

in their deſcriptions, to employ only the more charac

teriſtic
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teriſtic or eſſential ones. In ſome inſtances this may

be done, but in the greater number of cafes, the

omiſſion of any of the characters would lead to error.

We muſt, therefore, in our deſcriptions, not only

mention all the charaćters, but every branch of them,

as far as they are characteriſtic of the ſpecies.

b. That we ſhould place all the characters tºgether.—

The older, and many of the modern writers in mine

ralogy, by endeavouring to follow the methods of the

zoologiſt and botaniſt, have rendered their deſcrip

tions of minerals unintelligible. To obtain an ac

quaintance with the external aſpect of a mineral from

ſuch a deſcription, or rather ſeries of definitions, we

muſt combine the characters of the claſs, order, ge

nus and ſpecies, and after this labour, what do we ob

tain but a deluſive and imperfe&t pićture ?

c. That theſe characters ſhould not have any of the

ºthers intermixed—As the deſcription of a mineral

according to its external characters is principally in

tended to give us a diſtinét picture of its aſpect, and

of certain phyſical properties it poſſeſſes, we muſt be

careful that it contains nothing foreign to that object;

it muſt, therefore, contain no chemical, geognoſtic,

or geographic characters.

d. That they ſhould be arranged in a determinate

order.—When the characters are arranged in a deter

minate order, we are not ſo liable to omit any of

them, and are enabled more eaſily to recollect the

picture of the mineral. Werner arranges then in

that order in which they naturally preſent themſelves

to our ſenſes; thus beginning with colour, as that

which
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which firſt attracts our notice, and placing theothers in:

their correſponding places, viz. figure, luſtre, fraćture,

fragments, diſtinct concretions, frangibility, brittle

neſs and weight

e. That they ſhould be ſufficiently accurately de

fermined.—Many minerals are completely alike, ex

cepting in certain ſhades of character, which muſt

alſo be mentioned if we do not wiſh to be deprived of

the diſtinčtions they afford. Thus it is not enough

in deſcribing white ſilver ore, to ſay that is has a grey

colour, nor even that it poſſeſſes a lead grey colour ;

accurate determination requires that the colour of

white filver ore ſhould be given—fallow lead grey.

f. That it ſhould contain only ſuch expreſſions as have

met with univerſal approbation.

g. That the degree of the frequency ºf the occur

rence of any one of theſe charaćiers ſhould be expreſ:

ſed, as by the following terms, abundantly, com

monly, ſometimes, partly, ſeldom, rarely, very rarely.

h. That the deſcription ſhould be written ſ, as to

affºrd a ſynoptical view, and that the charaders

may eaſily attract the eye This is beſt done by be

ginning each charaćter by a new line, and diſtin

guiſhing the moſt important ones by capital letters, or,

by printing in italics. My knowledge of ory&to

gnoſie is too limited to permit me the uſe of italics.

werner'. In deſcribing a mineral, according to the method

: of Werner, we do not employ a few iſolated charac

** ters, as is done in zoology and botany, but, as I have

already mentioned, a ſeries or ſuite, which being pe

culiar to the ſpecies, conſequently chara&teriſes it.

But
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But ſuch a pićture or deſcription is to be drawn up

from the examination, not of one or a few, but from

many ſpecimens, hence the neceſſity of having an ex

tenfive mineral ſuite, before we pretend to know the

ſpecies already in the ſyſtem, or to deſcribe new

Onts.

12. The only ſources from which the denomina-Sources
- - from

tions of minerals ought to be taken, are the follow-whence
ina. . the names

ing: of minerals

a. From ſºme characteristic external character. Thus:... *

the mineral which chemiſts term ſulphat of ſtrontian

is, on account of its charaćteriſtic blue colour, deno

minated by Werner Celeſtine. Aćtynolite derives

its name from its radiated fraćture; Schalſtone, from

its lamellar diſtinčt concretions. -

£ From reſemblance to other bodies. Thus that re

markable mineral which was firſt found in Hungary

and deſcribed by Fichtel as a ſpecies of zeolite, was,

by Werner, denominated pearlſtone, on account of

its ſtriking reſemblance in colour, ſhape, and ſtructure

to pearl. r

7. From their uſe. As procelain earth from its

uſe in the manufacture of procelain.

3. From the place whee first found. Thus Lydian

ſtone derives its name from Lydia in Aſia, where it

was firſt found. -

‘. From the name of the diſcoverer. Thus the mi

| neral denominated by chemiſts carbonate of barytes,

is named by Werner Witherite, in honour of its firſt

diſcoverer, Dr Withering.

We
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We muſt be very careful that the name conveys

no falſe meaning, as is the caſe with black lead and

others.

Minerals have often been named from their pecu

liar chemical properties or their conſtituent parts ;

but this is in general not to be recommended, as it

renders the ſyſtem of names fluêtuating by reaſon of

the daily alteration in preceding chemical analyſes.

... Werner has, except in a few inſtances, very pronomencia- - -

...” perly baniſhed the chemical nomenclature from oryc

ted. tognoſie. In ory&tognoſie, as in zoology and botany,

the nomenclature ſhould be founded on ſome ſtriking

external charaćter, or when that does not readily oc

cur, the name ſhould be arbitrary, derived from the

name of the country where firſt found, that of the diſ.

coverer, &c.

13. From the great confuſion which reigned in mi

neralogy before the time of Werner, the aſcertaining

synonyme, the ſynonymes of preceding authors is often at

tended with much difficulty, and indeed in few in

ſtances can be completely ſatisfactory. I have there

fore been ſparing of ſuch ſynonymes. In later writers

they are more eaſily and ſatisfactorily aſcertained, and

thoſe I have frequently noticed and have arranged

in chronologic order*.

Uſes ef As Oryctognoſie is the rudiments of Geognoſie, a

:* knowledge of it is abſolutely required of the geog

noff. It makes him acquainted with the individual

* The ſynonymes I have quoted only refer to authors who

have given deſcriptions of minerals.

minerals
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|

minerals of which the great maſs of the earth is com-To the
- - - - geognoſt.

poſed, with their various relations to each other, and

thus paves the way for the inveſtigation of the ſtruc

ture and numerous relations of thoſe greater maſſes

of which the cruſt of the globe is conſtructed. -

To the metallurgist it affords the ſure means of ſe.§º

parating the different ores, and thus prevents the nu

merous errors in the proceſſes of ſmelting, which are

ſo often committed by mixing with the pure ore diffe

rent foreign and pernicious ores and foſſils.

The miner, by an acquaintance with ory&tognoſie,.

is enabled to diſtinguiſh the various minerals he meets

with in his ſubterraneous workings from one ano

ther, and to regulate oeconomically the labours of

the ſeparating houſe, and the various operations of

ſtamping and waſhing.

The mineralogical chemist cannot make us acquaint-.

td wih the minerals which he has analyſed, or know calchemiſt.

thoſe he is about to ſubject to his operations, without

a thorough knowledge of this branch of mineralogy.

Its language will alſo enable him to deſcribe his pro

ducts and edućts according to their colour, form,

conſiſtence, texture, &c. which, although but little

attended to, is unqueſtionably of the greateſt import.

ance. We have only to read the deſcriptions of che

nical produćts that are uſually given to be convinced

of the looſeneſs of the language employed, and the

neceſſity of iutroducing into chemiſtry the deſcriptive *

language of oryctognoſie.

To thoſe who occupy themſelves with the deter. To the
- - - ceconomuſt

mination, value, and uſes of gems, ores, limeſtones,

f coals,
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coals, building ſtones, ſaline ſubſtances, &c. ory&tog

noſtic knowledge is abiolutely neceſſary; without it

they will be expoſed to perpetual loſſes and diſap

pointments.

...; To the man of liberal caucation it will afford much

i.edu.inſtruction and pleaſure. It will give him a very

“” great degree of accuracy in the determination of the

external aſpects of bodies, whether natural or artifi

cial, and this preciſion he will carry into the

other obječts of his enquiries. Beſides this, by be.

coming acquainted widh the materials of which the

earth is compoſed, he will naturally be led to conti

nue his reſearches in order to become acquainted

wi.h thoſe more extenſive relations of minerals which

are made known to us by that ſublime branch of

mineralogy Gcognoſe.

Qualifica- 15. To be entitled, however, to the charaćter of an

ºf "orydoghoſt,that empyrical knowledge which we ſo of:

º: ten meet with will not ſuffice. To merit ſuch a name

we muſt be fully acquainted with all the external

characters, with the manner of employing them ; we

muſt have a readineſs in knowing and a precificn in

diſcriminating minerals; we muſt be able eaſily to

refer known minerals to their place in the ſyſtem,

and when new ſpecies or ſubſpecies occur, we muſt

be able to give them their proper place in a natural

arrangement, and to arrange, the tranſitions in ſuch a

manner that the mineral ſpecies or ſubſpecies may

participate of the characters of the preceding and the

following members of the ſyſtem. We muſt from

º well choſen ſpecimens be able to determine the na

- ture
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ture of their repoſitories, and among the mountains

muſt be able to do the ſame. We muſt know the

chemical properties and compoſition of minerals, and

all their variety of oeconomical uſes, and muſt know

how to make, arrange, and deſcribe collections, and

muſt be well acquainted with the hiſtory of the indi

vidual ſpecies, and with that of oryctognoſie in gene

ral.

Notwithſtanding the long experience and minute

attention which are required to form an accompliſh

cd ory&togoniſt, in ſome countries mineralogy has

been hitherto confidered as merely a trifling branch

of the ſcience of medicine, or of political ceconomy,

or claſſed perhaps with the art of mending a dull fire,

which every perſon conceives he underſtands, whe

ther he has given himſelf the trouble of learning it or

not. The time, however, we truſt, is not far diſtant,

when ſuch pretences to ſcience, the banes of true

knowledge, will fink into merited contempt, and

when mineralogy will be eſteemed worthy of being

regularly ſtudied as one of the moſt uſeful and inte

riſting branches of human knowledge.

f 2 BOOKS
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